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1 Grades K-1 Package A9K1 239.00 each

2 Grades 2-3 Package A923 239.00 each

3 Grades 4-5 Package A945 239.00 each

4 Grades K-5 Package A9K5 569.00 each

5

NINE Enterprises, Inc.
Name :
Email :

VoiceMail :
Alice NIne Academy : academy.alicenine.net 

Alice Nine Academy Subscription Packages

IDSubscription Level Subscription
Cost

All subscriptions begin immediately upon receipt of purchase order.
All subscruptions are for 12-month period.

Academy lessons are designed for blended or independent instruction. Videos are student-facing, on-demand. 
Reproducible masters for student pages for use of subscribers only are included in courses.

Line 2023  Courses

All courses on the site.
Virtual ELA lessons; a subscription to  K - 5th grade 
courses on academy.alicenine.net

Alice Nine

800-791-8962
alice@nine-enterprises.com

CONTACT INFORMATION

*Letters, Sounds, Words (80 lessons)
*The Phonograms (25 lessons)
*Word Study 1 (120 lessons)

*The English Code (25 lessons)
*Word Study 2 (120 lessons)
*Word Study 3 (120 lessons)
*Cursive Handwriting (25 lessons)
*Grammar Boot Camp Jr. (80 lessons)

Virtual ELA lessons; a subscription to 4th and 5th 
grade courses on academy.alicenine.net  This level is 
also used in middle school classes.

*The English Code (25 lessons)
*Word Study 4 (120 lessons)
*Word Study 5 (120 lessons)
*Cursive Handwriting (25 lessons)
*Grammar Boot Camp 1 (20 lessons)
*Grammar Boot Camp 2 (24 lessons)
*Sentence Studies 101 (10 lessons)

Virtual ELA lessons; a subscription to K and 1st 
grade courses on academy.alicenine.net

Virtual ELA lessons; a subscription to 2nd and 3rd 
grade courses on academy.alicenine.net
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    Course     Description

Letters, Sounds, Words Students learn the 26 alphabet phonograms and manuscript letter formation. 
Students are also introduced to 54 addition phonograms (digraphs and 
trigraphs). Lessons include practice routines of flash cards and dictation with 
guided self-checking, letter formation practice with and without pencil and 
paper, word chunking with syllables and sounds,  sound manipulation, and 
sentence writing. Rituals include music and charting. 
Course = 80 lessons. 
Supplies: Copy of Letter, Sounds, Words  student work pages (a downloadable 
master is in course),  pencils including colored pencils. Optional: 3-ring binder 
to create a notebook with student work pages.
Prerequisite: None.
Level: Kindergarten
Note: Each lesson activity is a separate video so a lesson can be spread over 
two days and videos repeated as needed (see the pacing guide).

The Phonograms Students learn the 70 common phonograms and manuscript letter formation. 
Lessons include phonogram practice routines of flash cards and dictation 
with guided self-checking; they also include application to words.
Course = 25 lessons. 
Supplies: Copy of The Phonograms  student work pages (a printing master is 
in course), pencils including colored pencils.
Prerequisite: None.
Level: Grade 1.
Note: Do this course even if student completed Letters, Sounds, Words .

Word Study Grade 1 Students learn how to encode and decode grade appropriate words by 
integrating phonetics, handwriting, syllabication, and spelling rules. Lesson 
routines include Phonogram Practice (flashcards and dictation) and Think to 
Spell (new word chunking).
Course = 120 lessons. 
Supplies: Composition (spiral) notebook, pencils including colored pencils.
Prerequisite: The Phonograms. 
Level: Grade 1.

The English Code Students review 70 common plus 12 uncommon phonograms,  6 syllable 
patterns,  30+ spelling rules, and manuscript letter formation. Lessons 
include phonogram practice routines, guided application to words, and chart 
building. 
Course = 25 lessons. 
Supplies: Composition (spiral) notebook, pencils including colored pencils.
Prerequisite: None
Level: Grade 2 and above.
Note: Repeat this course each year as a review before beginning Word Study .

Courses in Kindergarten - Grade 1 Subscription Package

Courses in Grade 2 - Grade 3 Subscription Package

Alice Nine Academy COURSE DESCRIPTIONS per Subscription Packages
Academy lesson videos are student-facing. Ideal for blended instruction and co-teaching models.
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Word Study Grade 2 Students learn how to encode and decode grade appropriate words by 
integrating phonetics, handwriting, syllabication, and spelling rules.  Lesson 
routines include Phonogram Practice (flashcards and dictation) and Think to 
Spell (new word chunking).
Course = 120 lessons. 
Supplies: Composition (spiral) notebook, pencils including colored pencils.
Prerequisite: The English Code. 
Level:  Grade 2.

Word Study Grade 3 Students learn how to encode and decode grade appropriate words by 
integrating phonetics, handwriting, syllabication, and spelling rules. Lesson 
routines include Retrieval Practice (phonogram flashcards and dictation with 
self-checking) and Think to Spell (word chunking from oral to written and rule 
application)
Course = 120 lessons. 
Supplies: Notebook, pencils including colored pencils.
Prerequisite: The English Code.
Level:  Grade 3. 

Grammar Boot Camp Junior Students learn about parts of speech, sentence elements, and kinds of 
sentences as they create anchor charts and work with sentences in a 
grammar notebook (printable copy in the course) designed by Alice Nine. 
Lesson rituals include music, recitation, charting, and "CP Sentences."
Course = 80 lessons.  
Supplies: Copy of student Grammar Boot Camp Junior Notebook  (printable 
copy included in course), pencils including colored pencils. Scissors and glue 
will be needed in a couple lessons.
Prerequisite: None.
Level: Grade 2 and Grade 3.

Cursive Handwriting Students learn and practice the formation of individual cursive letters--both 
lower case and capitals-- by overlaying them on manuscript. They learn how 
to connect letters by overlaying cursive on phonograms. They practice cursive 
connections and flow with letters, phonograms, words, and sentences. 
Course - 25 lessons. 
Supplies: Paper, pencils, including colored pencils. Printable support pages for 
each lesson are included in the course to use as needed.
Prerequisite: None.
Level: Grade 2 and Grade 3.

The English Code Students review 70 common plus 12 uncommon phonograms,  6 syllable 
patterns,  30+ spelling rules, and manuscript letter formation. Lessons 
include phonogram practice routines, guided application to words, and chart 
building. 
Course = 25 lessons. 
Supplies: Composition (spiral) notebook, pencils including colored pencils.
Prerequisite: None.
Level:  Grade 2 and above.

Courses in Grade 4 - Grade 5 Subscription Package

    Course

Alice Nine Academy Course Descriptions per Subscription Packages
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Word Study Grade 4 Students learn how to encode and decode grade appropriate words by 
integrating phonetics, handwriting, syllabication, and spelling rules. Lesson 
routines include Retrieval Practice (phonogram flashcards and dictation with 
self-checking) and Think to Spell (word chunking, from oral to written and 
rule application).
Course = 120 lessons. 
Supplies: Composition (spiral) notebook, pencils including colored pencils.
Prerequisite: The English Code . 
Level: Grade 4.

Word Study Grade 5 Students learn how to encode and decode grade appropriate words by 
integrating phonetics, handwriting, syllabication, and spelling rules.  Lesson 
routines include Retrieval Practice (phonogram flashcards and dictation with 
self-checking) and Think to Spell (word chunking, from oral to written and 
rule application).
Course = 120 lessons. 
Supplies: Composition (spiral) notebook, pencils including colored pencils.
Prerequisites: Word Study 4 ; The English Code . 
Level:  Grade 5.

Cursive Handwriting Students learn and practice the formation of individual cursive letters--both 
lower case and capitals-- by overlaying them on manuscript. They learn how 
to connect letters by overlaying cursive on phonograms. They practice cursive 
connections and flow with words and sentences. 
Course - 25 lessons; approximately 15 to 20 minutes.
Prerequisite: None.
Recommendation:  This course should be done in grade 4 if student did not 
fully developed cursive writing skills in grade 2 or grade 3.

Grammar Boot Camp 1 In Camp 1, students review and chart parts of speech. Students use Alice 
Nine's Grammar Graphics  to create the  grammar notebook during the 
lessons.  In additional to instructional videos, lessons include a retrieval 
practice in the form of an e-quiz (printable copies and answer key available 
in the course). 
Course = 20 lessons; approximately 20 minutes per lesson; there are 8 longer 
lessons that may be scheduled across two days (plan 28 to 30 instructional 
days).    
Supplies: Copy of student graphic pages (printable copy included in course or 
available for purchase at Alice Nine Academy Store online), notebook 
(composition style is used by teacher), pencils including colored pencils, 
scissors, ruler, and glue.
Prerequisite: None.  
Note: GBC1 and GBC2 make a complete course.

    Course     Description

Alice Nine Academy Course Descriptions per Subscription Packages   
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Grammar Boot Camp 2 In Camp 2, students review and chart sentence elements and kinds of 
sentences, continuing their creation of the grammar notebook. Lessons 
include instructional videos and retrieval practice in the form of an e-quiz 
(printable copies and answer key available in the course). 
Course = 24 lessons; approximately 20 minutes per lesson; there are 6 longer 
lessons that may be scheduled across two days (plan 30  instructional days).  
Supplies: Copy of student Grammar Graphics  (printable copies included in 
course or available for purchase at Alice Nine Academy Store online), 
notebook (composition style is used by Alice Nine), pencils including colored 
pencils, scissors, ruler, and glue.
Prerequisite: None. 
Note: GBC1 and GBC2 make a complete course.

Sentence Studies Students apply the knowledge and skills of Grammar Boot Camp to 
sentences with an eye on using grammar to revise and edit sentences. 
Lessons include instruction videos and retrieval practice in the form of an e-
quiz (printable copies and answer key available in the course).
Supplies: Notebook, pencils including colored pencils.
Prerequisite recommended: Grammar Boot Camps 1 and 2 .

Sentence Studies 101 Sudents learn how to identify and fix sentence fragments and run-on 
sentences. 
Course = 10 lessons, approximately 20 minutes per lesson
Supplies: Notebook, pencils including colored pencils, scissors, glue

Alice Nine Academy Course Descriptions per Subscription Packages   
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Line Item ID Item Cost Grade

1
Letters, Sounds, Words Student 
Pages

LSW 30.00 Kinder

2 The Phonograms  Student Pages TPH 10.00 1st

3
Grammar Boot Camp Jr Student 
Notebook Pages

JNB 25.00 2nd-3rd

4 Grammar Graphics (Student Pads) GGE 21.00 4th-5th

"Letter, Sounds, Words  Student Pages"  is used in Alice Nine's virtual course Letter, Sounds, Words at 
academy.alicenine.net. "LSW Student Pages"  has 87 pages for 80 virtual lessons,  printed single-sided in full-
color on quality paper and three-hole punched. They are ready to be put in a binder so students can create a 
personalized notebook during Alice Nine's virtual lessons, or they may be distributed to students as individual 
work pages during each lesson.  One per student required for course.*   (Not included: three-ring binder)

The Phonograms Student Pages  is used in Alice Nine's virtual course The Phonograms  at academy.alicenine.net. 
The Phonograms Student Pages  has  29 pages for 25 virtual lessons,  printed single-sided in full-color on quality 
paper and three-hole punched. They are ready to be put in a binder so students can create a personalized 
notebook during Alice Nine's virtual lessons, or they may be distributed to students as individual work pages 
during each lesson.  One per student required for course.*  (Not included: three-ring binder)

Grammar Graphics  is a set of charts, illustrations, and mentor text to be used in Grammar Boot Camp 1 and 
Camp 2 .  Each student set contains 59 pages printed single-sided in full-color on quality paper, ready for students 
to cut, fold, and paste into a composition (or similar) notebook to create a personalized interactive grammar 
notebook during Alice Nine's virtual anchor lessons for grammar.  One per student required for the course.* (Not 
included: composition notebook)

Grammar Boot Camp Jr. Student Notebook Pages  is used in Alice Nine's Grammar Boot Camp Junior  80 virtual 
lessons.  The notebook has two sections. One section contains pages of charts, illustrations, and mentor text on 
which students add information as they create an interactive grammar reference notebook. The other section 
contains sentence workpages for guided application during each lesson. The 145 pages of the GBC Jr Student 
Notebook Pages  are printed in duplex in full-color on quality paper and three-hole punched. They are ready to be 
put in a binder so students can create a personalized interactive grammar notebook during Alice Nine's virtual 
anchor lessons for grammar.   One per student required for course.*  (Not included: three-ring binder)
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Master documents for self-printing the student materials listed here 

are linked in the courses at academy.alicenine.net



5
Cursive Handwriting Student 
Work Pages

CHW 12.00 2nd-5th 

6
Sentence Studies 101 Student 
Work Packet

SSP 10.00 4th-5th

Shipping:  Orders up to $2000, add 10% ($7 minimum).  Orders totaling from $2001 to $10,000, add 9%.  Orders totaling  $10,001 to 
$20,000, add 8%.  Orders totaling $20,000 or more, add 7%.

PLEASE NOTE: Master documents for self-printing the student materials listed on this document are 
linked in the courses at academy.alicenine.net 

Special notebook pages created by Alice Nine can be printed for student use instead of a composition or spiral 
notebook. These pages were especially created for the student who has difficulty forming his/her printed (manuscript) 
letters or difficulty positioning letters on the base line or difficulty forming letters proportionately. Can benefit the 
student who does not process the formation of his/her letters correctly, i.e., starts the letter o on the baseline. The line-
spacing on these notebook pages is slightly wider than wide-ruled notebook paper. The font used was designed by 
Alice Nine to give  the feel of hand-printed letters. In lessons 1-5, the letters gradually fade so there is a gradual release 
of support until the student is forming cursive letters without the backdrop of printed letters. One per student required 
for course.*  (Not included: 3-ring binder, composition notebook)

Pages to go with lessons for Sentence Studies 101, Fixing Fragments and Run-ons  Charts, procedures, text samples. 
Full-color pages. One per student required for course.*   (Not included: three-ring binder)
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Alice Nine 

Alice Nine, an educational consultant and author, has a tenacious 
focus on literacy. Her instructional strategies are practical and 
common sense, founded on research-based principles.  

In the 1980s, Alice Nine began searching for a more effective way 
to teach language skills. Her search led her back in history to 
teachers who more than 100 years ago did so much with so little in 
American one-room schoolhouses. As she read their diaries and 
studied their textbooks, she increased her own knowledge of 
English and made dramatic changes in her approach to teaching 
reading and writing, integrating the traditional threads of language 

instruction (phonics, handwriting, spelling, grammar) into a single lesson time. This 
integrated instruction grew student knowledge and skills, simultaneously impacting both 
reading and writing. The response and the success of her students were amazing.  

Out of her personal experiences, a desire to help other teachers secure the same 
success for their students was conceived. As she shared her knowledge and 
experiences, this desire gave birth to Johnny Can Spell & Johnny Can Write, and later 
AliceNine Grammar, also referred to as Grammar Boot Camp. 

Alice Nine has traveled nationally and internationally to conduct hundreds of workshops 
and countless in-services, awareness sessions, and convention presentations.  

She has written Johnny Can Spell Teacher's Guide, Johnny Can Write Teacher's Guide, 
Grammar Applications, the seven-volume Johnny Can Spell & Write Lesson Planner 
Series, and the four-volume Johnny Can Spell & Write Word Analyses Series—totaling 
fourteen binders ranging from 200 to 450 pages each. Thousands of teachers use her 
materials as part of their language arts instruction and participate in ongoing 
professional learning at the online Alice Nine Professional Learning Center.  
(Enter the Center from www.alicenine.net.)  

In 2018, Alice Nine launched her online, subscription-based Academy at 
academy.alicenine.net. She has created over 1800 student-facing videos for blended 
instruction or remote / at-home learning for K-5 in phonics, spelling, word study, 
grammar, sentence writing.  

A teacher of teachers, Alice Nine shares from her wealth of knowledge and personal 
experiences as a teacher, administrator, consultant, parent, and grandparent. In her 
professional development events, teachers and parents are not only challenged grow 
their knowledge but are also equipped to make a deeper commitment to excellence in 
literacy instruction and to their own abilities to contribute to the lives of our children. 
Attending one of her workshops will revolutionize your teaching forever.  

Alice Nine earned a bachelor of science degree in elementary education from Evangel 
University, Springfield, Missouri, and a master of science degree in education from 
Portland State University, Oregon. She makes her home in Portland, Oregon. 

Northwest Instructional ’N Educational Enterprises, Inc.     (N.I.N.E. Enterprises Inc.)
5725 SE Stark St.  *  Portland, OR  97215     *     www.nine-enterprises.com

VoiceMail 800-791-8962   *   Fax  503-236-1724   *   Email  johnny@nine-enterprises.com
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